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Abstract—Various security models for supporting delegation
in workflow systems have been proposed to achieve flexible
access control in collaborative business processes. Since work-
flow systems come into their own when controlling large-
scale business processes in a well-structured organization,
these models are often based on role-based access control
(RBAC). However, to realize a higher level of collaboration
enabling users in different organizations to complete a common
workflow, it is necessary to support cross-domain delegation of
tasks. For this purpose, we propose a delegation model for
workflow systems that extends the capability-role-based access
control (CRBAC) model introduced in our previous work. The
central idea behind our proposed model is that authority to
perform tasks, as well as roles, are mapped to capabilities,
thereby realizing delegation by capability transfer. By adopting
the approach of a capability-based access control mechanism,
our model provides both flexibility and reduced administration
costs, thus allowing it to cope with unexpected changes in task
assignments. We demonstrate these advantages by considering
an example.

Keywords-RBAC, capability-based access control, delegation,
workflow systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Workflow systems are used to specify and control the
execution of business processes. A workflow system stores a
specification of workflow, which is defined as a collection of
tasks with a specific execution order designed to achieve a
common business objective. In addition, a workflow system
stores information that identifies the owner of the execution
authority for each task. The authorization information is
specified in access control models. Since workflow systems
come into their own when controlling large-scale business
processes in a well-structured organization where users are
assigned roles, these models are often based on role-based
access control (RBAC) [10]. (An example of such a model
is given in [7].)

To achieve flexible and dynamic access control in work-
flows, various attempts have been made at modeling the
delegation of authority for executing tasks [1], [13], [3], [4].
Although most studies in the literature restrict their scope
to delegation within a single domain, to achieve a higher
level of collaboration enabling users in different organiza-
tions to complete a common workflow, it is necessary to
realize cross-domain delegation. For example, considering
a development process with collaboration between different

departments of a company, delegation of tasks is required
across multiple departments to cope with emergent calls for
reinforcement or unexpected changes in team members.

To address the issue of cross-domain delegation in work-
flow systems, in this paper we propose a delegation model
that extends the capability-role-based access control (CR-
BAC) model introduced in our previous work [6]. CRBAC
comprises a capability-based access control mechanism in-
tegrated with the RBAC96 model [10]. A capability-based
access control mechanism (cf. [8]) is considered a means
for delegation of authority. In general, a capability, which is
an unforgeable token, consists of an object identifier and
a list of permitted operations for that object. Therefore,
a capability represents a self-authenticating permission to
access a specified object through a permitted operation,
thus allowing owners of the capability to access the ob-
ject without any authentication. Moreover, it is used for
cross-domain delegation by means of middleware such as
HomeViews [5] or CapaFS [9]. In terms of the capability,
the central idea of CRBAC is the mapping of permissions
as well as roles to capabilities in each domain, thereby
realizing the delegation of permissions and roles by capa-
bility transfer. Thus, in the CRBAC model, by considering
a set of permissions to perform tasks in a workflow, we
obtain the intended delegation model. More precisely, our
model, called W-CRBAC, is obtained by incorporating the
following extensions. First, we introduce the notion of tasks
to the CRBAC model, and then provide a definition of the
workflow specification and its instantiation (i.e., assignment
of a user to each task). Thus, as the models in [13], [3],
we also consider two kinds of delegations, namely abstract
task delegation and concrete task delegation. The former
authorizes the delegatee to perform the delegated task in
any instance of the workflow, while the latter authorizes the
delegatee to perform only the delegated instance. Next, we
define the delegation of tasks and roles as state transitions
in a similar manner to the definition in CRBAC.

By adopting the approach of capability-based access con-
trol, the W-CRBAC provides delegation of tasks as well as
roles in workflow systems with the following advantages.
As in the CRBAC, cross-domain delegation can be achieved
without specific requests to administrators. This makes flex-
ible and smooth user-to-user delegation possible even in



emergent situations. Moreover, by avoiding authentication,
the administration cost is reduced especially in large-scale
workflow systems. On the other hand, as a trade-off for these
advantages, capability based-access control has a potential
security issue, that is, unintended propagation of capabilities.
To avoid this issue, our model imposes certain restrictions on
capabilities, such as lifetime and the number of activation,
focusing on workflow management. Finally, in this paper,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of the W-CRBAC model
for workflow systems by considering an example situation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents
related work. Section III introduces the W-CRBAC model,
while Section IV demonstrates the application of our model
to workflows using an example. Section V discusses how our
model can be implemented. Finally, Section VI concludes
the paper and presents future work.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been a number of studies on delegation
in access control, with most of these classified into two
classes according to the underlying model, either RBAC or
workflow. As an example of the first class, the RBDM0 [2]
was the first attempt at modeling user-to-user delegation of
roles based on the RBAC96 model. RDM2000 [11] extended
the RBDM0 to support hierarchical roles and multi-step
delegation, while PBDM [12] considered delegation based
on both roles and permissions. On the other hand, as an
example of the second class, Atluri and Warner [1] addressed
the issue of delegation in the context of workflow and
presented a conditional delegation model.

Compared with the number of studies in each class,
studies focusing on both classes are far fewer. As an example
of this approach, DW-RBAC [13] proposed a role-based
access control model supporting delegation and revocation
in workflow systems. This model provided a mechanism to
delegate both abstract and concrete tasks, where the delega-
tion request was accepted so long as certain authorization
conditions were satisfied. In [3], Crampton and Khamb-
hammettu considered various kinds of delegation operations
based on the differences of task type (introduced in [13]),
workflow execution model, and delegation type. Moreover,
in their subsequent work [4], satisfiability problem (i.e.,
problem of whether a set of authorized users can complete
a workflow) was investigated for each of these kinds of
delegation operations. The main difference between these
three papers and ours is that our motivation is to support
flexible delegation by adopting the approach of a capability-
based access control mechanism, instead of supporting var-
ious kinds of delegations investigated in [3], [4].

III. DELEGATION IN WORKFLOW WITH CRBAC

In this section, we present formal definitions of our W-
CRBAC model and the delegation in workflow systems.

A. Overview

CRBAC [6] is an extension of the RBAC96 model
obtained by integrating a capability-based access control
mechanism into the RBAC96 model. Our proposed model,
called W-CRBAC, is an extension of CRBAC with the focus
on its application to workflow systems. In a similar manner
to the RBAC96 family, W-CRBAC (as well as CRBAC) has
been developed from the base model (called W-CRBAC0)
by adding either role hierarchy (W-CRBAC1) or various
constraints (W-CRBAC2). (Although we also considered
a consolidated model, called W-CRBAC3, we omit the
definition thereof in this paper.) Moreover, to model cross-
domain delegation, we consider a collection of sub-models,
each of which represents a single domain. More precisely,
our model has been developed according to the following
steps.

First, we introduce certain components to the original
RBAC0, namely, a set of capabilities, a set of tasks, a
mapping to determine the owner of the capabilities, and
the assignment, to the capabilities, of roles and permissions
to perform tasks. On the other hand, in terms of the set
of tasks, we define a workflow specification as well as
its instantiations. Thus, as in [13], [3], in our model we
distinguish between abstract and concrete tasks and treat
roles and tasks of these kinds as delegation units. Next, we
define the delegation operations in terms of state transition.
In our model, new capabilities are created either from the
delegator’s role or from capabilities that were previously
obtained. Finally, we add the role hierarchy and constraints.
These extensions are essentially the same as in the RBAC96
model, but in this study we focus mainly on constraints on
capabilities that are useful for preventing unintended prop-
agation of capabilities and maintaining workflow security.

In the rest of this section, we introduce our model in a
stepwise fashion: in Section III-B, we first present the defi-
nition of CRBAC0 then extend it to W-CRBAC0, including
a model of the workflow; in Section III-C, we define the
delegation; finally, in Sections III-D and III-E, we extend
the base model to W-CRBAC1 and 2, respectively.

B. W-CRBAC0 and Workflow Model

As a preliminary step, we first introduce CRBAC0 pre-
sented in [6] then define W-CRBAC0. (For a graphical
illustration of the family of W-CRBAC models, see Fig. 1,
where the components drawn with bold lines and underlines
are extended parts of the RBAC96 and CRBAC models,
respectively.)

Definition 1 (CRBAC0): The CRBAC0 model includes
the following basic components:

• Sub, Dom (sets of subjects and domains, respectively).
• Rolei, Peri, Sesi, Capi (sets of roles, permissions,

sessions, and capabilities, respectively, in the i-th do-
main for each i ∈ Dom).
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Figure 1. The family of W-CRBAC models (for i-th domain)

In addition to the above components, the following func-
tions and relations are defined for the i-th domain for each
i ∈ Dom:

• usr : Dom → 2Sub, a function that determines the set
of users in the i-th domain for each i ∈ Dom. We also
use the notation Usri to denote usr(i) and assume that
Sub =

∪
i∈Dom Usri.

• ses ui : Sesi → Usri, a function mapping each ses-
sion in the i-th domain to the user who has established
it.

• ses ri : Sesi×2Rolei , a function mapping each session
in the i-th domain to the set of roles that is activated
by this session.

• URAi ⊆ Usri × Rolei, a many-to-many user-to-role
assignment relation.

• RPAi ⊆ Rolei × Peri, a many-to-many role-to-
permission assignment relation.

• ses ci : Sesi → 2Capi , a function mapping each
session in the i-th domain to a set of capabilities.

• UCAj,i : Usrj → 2Capi , a function mapping each user
in the j-th domain to a set of capabilities.

• CRAi ⊆ Capi ×Rolei, a many-to-many capability-to-
role assignment relation.

• CPAi ⊆ Capi × Peri, a many-to-many capability-to-
permission assignment relation.

These components satisfy the following conditions:
(C0-1) ses ri(s) ⊆ {r | 〈ses ui(s), r〉 ∈ URAi}, which

means that any role activated by a session is one
that is assigned to the user who establishes the
session.

(C0-2) Session s has the permissions∪
r∈ses ri(s)

{p | 〈r, p〉 ∈ RPAi}.
(C0-3) ses ci(s) ⊆ {c | 〈ses ui(s), c〉 ∈ UCAi}, which

means that any capability activated by a session is
owned by the user who establishes the session.

(C0-4) For any r ∈ Rolei and c ∈ Capi, if 〈c, r〉 ∈ CRAi

session s has the permissions that are determined
by (C0-2) above, otherwise (i.e., 〈c, r〉 6∈ CRAi)
s has the permissions

∪
c∈ses ci(s)

{p | 〈c, p〉 ∈
CPAi}. �

As explained before, CRBAC0 is a pure extension of the
RBAC96 model, where the components of Capi, ses ci,
UCAj,i, CRAi, and CPAi are the extended parts. The first
five components play the following roles: Capi denotes the
set of capabilities issued in the i-th domain; function ses ci

determines the set of capabilities activated by each session;
function UCAj,i represents the owner of the capabilities;
and relations CRAi and CPAi determine, respectively,
which roles and permissions are assigned to each capability.

Before presenting the definition of W-CRBAC0, we here
introduce the definitions of workflow specification and its
instantiation as follows.

Definition 2 (Workflow specification): A workflow spec-
ification W is a partially ordered set of abstract tasks
(Taski,≤), where Taski = {t1, . . . , tm} is a set of tasks
in domain i ∈ Dom. �

Intuitively, the instantiation is an assignment of a subject
to each task in a workflow specification. The formal defini-
tion is as follows.

Definition 3 (Instance of workflow): An instance w of
workflow W = (Taski,≤) is a sequence [(t1, u1), . . . ,
(tm, um)] of pairs of tasks and subjects, such that Taski =
{t1, . . . , tm}, {u1, . . . , um} ⊆ Sub, and tj ≤ tk for any
j, k with j ≤ k. We also use ITaskw

i to denote the set
{(t1, u1), . . . , (tm, um)} of concrete (i.e., instantiated) tasks
in instance w. �

In addition, for a given workflow and its instance, we
consider the corresponding permissions as follows.

Definition 4 (Permissions in workflow): For an abstract
task t in a workflow specification W = (Taski,≤), the
permission to perform t in any instance of W is denoted by
per(t). The set {per(t) | t ∈ Taski} is denoted by TPeri.



On the other hand, for a concrete task t in an instance w of
W = (Taski,≤), the permission to perform t in instance
w is defined as tuple 〈u, per(t)〉. �

In terms of these notions, W-CRBAC0 is defined as
follows.

Definition 5 (W-CRBAC0): The W-CRBAC0 model (for
a workflow specification W = (Taski,≤) and for a set of
instances {w1, . . . , wk} of W ) is obtained from CRBAC0
by adding the following components:

• Taski, the set of abstract tasks in W .
• ITaskw1

i , . . . , ITaskwk
i , the sets of concrete tasks.

• TPeri, the set of corresponding permissions to the
abstract tasks in Taski.

• IPeri, a set of permissions to perform concrete
tasks, initially defined as {〈u, per(t)〉 | 〈u, r〉 ∈
URAi, 〈r, per(t)〉 ∈ RPAi, t ∈ Taski} (which rep-
resents the set of all concrete permissions determined
by role assignments).

• ICPAi ⊆ Capi × IPeri, a many-to-many assignment
relation between capabilities and permissions to per-
form concrete tasks. �

To make our discussion simpler, in the rest of this paper,
we consider only a fixed single workflow instance. We thus
omit the superscript w.

C. Delegation of Tasks

Based on W-CRBAC0 and the workflow model, we define
the delegation of authority of abstract tasks and concrete
tasks using capability transfer. (Although our model also
supports delegation of roles, due to space limitation, we
omit the delegation of this type. Cf. also [6].) As mentioned
in Section III-A, the delegation process can be regarded
as the sequential composition of the following three basic
operations:

(Step 1) Creation: A user creates a new capability.
(Step 2) Assignment: A user assigns authority to the

capability.
(Step 3) Transfer: A user sends it to another user.

In each of the first two steps, we consider the following
cases. In Step 1, permission to create new capabilities is
assigned to either (1) a role, or (2) a capability owned
by the creator. In Step 2, the authority consists of either
(3) a set of authorities of abstract tasks or (4) concrete
tasks. According to these cases, we classify delegations into
four types as shown in the following table. However, more
precisely, DC-I is further divided into the following two
cases: the permission assigned to a capability owned by the
creater is to perform an abstract task or a concrete task. In
the table, these two cases are named “DC-AI” and “DC-II”,
respectively.

XXXXXXXXXXStep 2
Step 1

(1) Role (2) Capability

(3) Abst. tasks DR-A DC-A
(4) Inst. tasks DR-I DC-AI/-II

Furthermore, in Step 3, we classify each of these five
types into two categories depending on whether or not the
delegation is carried out across multiple domains.

To provide a formal definition of the delegation of au-
thority in our model, we first represent Steps 1 to 3 as
a set of rules for state transitions of the model. (In the
definition, we use the symbols S, S′, . . . to denote states.)
Then, by considering all possible sequential compositions of
the transitions, we can obtain the delegation of these types.

Definition 6 (Basic operations for delegation): The ba-
sic operations for delegation (i.e., creation, assignment,
and transfer) are defined by the following rules for state
transitions of a model.

Creation rules: Let S be a state, in which u ∈ Usri, c ∈
Capi. If user u has (1) role r or (2) capability c to which
permission “create” is assigned, then he can create a new
capability c′.

Formally, these rules are defined as follows.
(1) If r ∈ Rolei with 〈u, r〉 ∈ URAi and 〈r, create〉 ∈

RPAi, then this rule can be applied to S and
defines new state S′ by replacing Capi in S with
Cap′i, such that Cap′i := Capi ∪ {c′} (where
c′ 6∈ Capi).

(2) If 〈u, c〉 ∈ UCAi and 〈c, create〉 ∈ CPAi, then
this rule can be applied to S and defines new state
S′ as (1).

Assignment rules: Let S be a state, in which p ∈ TPeri,
u ∈ Usri, t ∈ Taski, and c′ (∈ Capi) is created by u from
his role r or capability c. If (AA) permission p to perform
an abstract task is assigned to r or c, then (3) he can assign
p to new capability c′. Also, if (AI) permission p to perform
an abstract task is assigned to r or c, or if (II) permission
〈u, per(t)〉 to perform concrete task 〈u, t〉 is assigned to c,
then (4) he can assign this permission to c′.

Formally, these rules are defined as follows.
(3) If 〈u, r〉 ∈ URAi and 〈r, p〉 ∈ RPAi, or if

〈c, p〉 ∈ CRAi, then this rule can be applied to
S and defines new state S′ by replacing CPAi in
S with CPA′

i := CPAi ∪ {〈c′, p〉}.
(4) If one of the following conditions holds

• (For AI) 〈u, r〉 ∈ URAi and 〈r, p〉 ∈ RPAi,
or if 〈c, p〉 ∈ CPAi,

• (For II) 〈u, per(t)〉 ∈ ICAP i and
〈c, 〈u, per(t)〉〉 ∈ ICPAi,

then this rule can be applied to S and defines new
state S′ by replacing ICPAi in S with ICPA′

i :=
ICPAi ∪ {〈c′, 〈u′, per(t)〉〉} for any u′ ∈ Sub.



Transfer rule: Let S be a state, in which u ∈ Usri, u′ ∈
Usrj , c′ ∈ Capi, and c′ is created by u (where i and j may
be the same domain number). Then new capability c′ can
be transferred from user u to another user u′. In particular,
such a transfer is referred to as a cross-domain transfer if
i 6= j.

Formally, this rule can be applied to S and defines
new state S′ by replacing UCAi,j in S with UCA′

i,j :=
UCAi,j ∪ {〈u′, c′〉} . �

By considering all possible sequential compositions of
these basic operations, we can define our aimed delegations
as shown in the table. (See also [6] for the detailed defini-
tion.)

Here, it should be noted that the delegation operations
defined in Definition 6 are known as “grant delegation”, i.e.
delegator has the delegated permissions after the delegation.
To define the other type of delegation operations, called
“transfer delegation” can be also defined by modifying the
assignment rules.

In closing of the definitions of our base model and work-
flow, to help the readers understand the formal definitions
we provide a simple example.

Example 1: Consider a development process of some
electronic device in Hardware R&D Division of a company.
One day, to support development of control software in
the device, Alice is invited from Information System R&D
Division and assigned to an abstract task, say t, in a
workflow. Since then, however, Alice should be absent from
the office, thus she delegate another staff, say Bob, in the
same division.

To deal flexibly with such a situation, our model pro-
vides different types of delegations for different purposes.
For example, delegating task t to Alice can be realized
by the following procedure: the project leader creates a
new capability (say, c) by activating his role and assigns
permission to perform task t, and then sends it to Alice.
In our model, this delegation process can be described
by the following state transtions. First, by creation rule
for case (1), we obtain a new state by replacing CapH

with Cap′H := CapH ∪ {c}. Then by assignment rule
for case (3), we obtain a new state by replacing CPAH

with CPA′
H := CPAH ∪ {〈c, per(t)〉}. Finally, by the

transfer rule, we obtain a new state by replacing UCAH

with UCA′
H := UCAH ∪ {〈Alice, {c}〉}.

On the other hand, when Alice delegates her task, she
may choose a suitable type among DC-A and DC-AI in
accordance with the aim. For example, DC-A would be
used if she should leave the office for a long time due to
an extended business trip or hospitalization, while DC-AI
would be used to delegate a concrete task. Furthermore,
during the absence of Alice, if Bob needs to delegate the task
to another staff and if his delegated capability has the ability

to create a new capability, it can be realized by Bob without
asking the administrator in Hardware Division. However,
such flexible delegation may cause a security issue, namely
unintended propagation of capabilities. To avoid this issue,
we also provide some kinds of constraints on capabilities,
which shall be presented in Section III-E.

D. W-CRBAC1

Based on the W-CRBAC0 model, we develop an extended
model, called W-CRBAC1, by introducing role hierarchy.
This extension is essentially the same as that in RBAC1.
W-CRBAC1 is defined as follows:

Definition 7 (W-CRBAC1): The W-CRBAC1 model is
obtained by adding rhi, a partial order over Rolei, called a
role hierarchy. (The infix notation r′ ≥rhi r is also used to
denote the role hierarchy and we can say that “r′ is a senior
role of r” or “r is a junior role of r′” in the same sense as
in the RBAC96 model.)

In addition to the above, the following conditions are
satisfied for each i.

(C1-1) ses ri(s) ⊆ {r | ∃r′ ≥rhi r(〈ses ui(s), r′〉 ∈
URAi)}.

(C1-2) Each session s ∈ Sesi has the set of permissions∪
r∈ses ri(s)

{p | ∃r′′ ≤rhi r(〈r′′, p〉 ∈ RPAi)}.
(C1-3) Each session s ∈ Sesi has the set of permissions∪

r′∈{r | 〈ci,r〉∈CRAi∧ci∈ses ci(s)}{p | ∃r′′ ≤ r′

(〈r′′, p〉 ∈ RPAi)}
The former two conditions are related to role hierarchy,

and are the same as in the RBAC96. Intuitively, condition
(C1-1) imposes the requirement that every role activated
by session s is equally or less powerful (junior) than any
role of the user establishing session s. (C1-2) imposes the
requirement that the permissions in session s are those
directly assigned to the session’s roles and all of their junior
roles. On the other hand, the third condition guarantees the
inheritance of permissions in terms of the role hierarchy. In
other words, (C1-3) means that if a role is assigned to a
capability and it is activated, then all the permissions are
assigned to this role and to all the junior ones.

E. W-CRBAC2

Similar to the development process of the RBAC96 fam-
ily, here we develop another extension, called W-CRBAC2.
In this paper, we focus on the constraints on a capability,
and in the next section we explain how these constraints
are used to prevent unintended propagation of authority to
perform tasks using an example workflow.

As examples, we introduce the following two constraints.
(R1) Lifetime
(R2) Number of activations
There are also other constraints, such as the number

of creations of new capabilities, the number of hops in a
capability transfer, or the depth of inheritance of permissions
to create new capabilities. (See also [6] for more constraints.)
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Figure 2. Example 2

We present the formal definitions of constraints R1 and
R2 below.

R1 (Lifetime): To formalize the notion of lifetime, we first
introduce the following constant and function:

• time (∈ Z+), the current time of the global clock
represented by a non-negative integer;

• lifei : Capi → Z+ × Z+, a function mapping each
capability in the i-th domain to the time after which it
can be activated and that after which it expires.

Using this constant and function, the lifetime of a capa-
bility can be represented by the following conditions for any
c ∈ Capi and i ∈ Dom:

• fst(life(c)) < time ⇒ ses ci(c) 6∈ Sesi;
• snd(life(c)) > time ⇒ ses ci(c) 6∈ Sesi.
Here fst and snd are the first and second projections of

the input.

R2 (Number of activations): To define this constraint we
first introduce the following functions:

• lim acti : Capi → N;
• cnt acti : Capi → N.
The former determines the possible number of activations,

while the latter counts the number of activations thus far. By
using these functions, this constraint can be represented as
the following condition for any c ∈ Capi and i ∈ Dom:

lim acti(c) ≥ cnt acti(c).

IV. EXAMPLE OF DELEGATIONS

In this section, we demonstrate how to apply our model
to workflow systems by considering the following example
scenario, which is an extended version of Example 1. Here
we consider three tasks, t1, t2, and t3. Initially, Charlie is
assigned to these tasks, and then t1 and t3 are delegated
by capability transfers. (See also Fig 2 for the graphical
presentation of this scenario. In this figure, assigned tasks are
denoted after the corresponding user name, while delegations
are depicted as arrows.)

Example 2: After Charlie, the project leader, delegated
the abstract task t1 to Alice via the capability c (described in

Example 1), he also invites David, a professor in a university,
to join the team for promoting the project by business-
academia collaboration. David accepts the invitation, so
Charlie creates a new capability (called c1) by activating
his role and assigns the permission to perform abstract task
t3, and then passes it to David. At this time, Charlie permits
David to delegate his task to Eve, one of his students,
if necessary. So, during his absence, David creates a new
capability (called c2) from this capability c1 then delegates
a concrete task 〈per(t3), David〉 for each time when Eve
works in his place. On the other hand, one day Alice is
absent without notice, so Charlie creates a new capability
(called c3) and delegates a concrete task 〈per(t1), Charlie〉
to Bob via c3.

The delegations appearing in this scenario (denoted by
(1) to (3) in Figure 2) are respectively classified into
DR-A, DC-AI, and DR-I. In our model, these delegation
processes can be described as state transitions. For ex-
ample, the second delegation (i.e., from David to Eve) is
described by the following state transitions (where CapH ,
ICPAH , and UCAH,Univ are in the state before this
delegation): Cap′H := CapH∪{c2}; ICPA′

H := ICPAH∪
{〈c2, 〈David, per(t2)〉〉}; UCA′

H,Univ := UCAH,Univ ∪
{〈Eve, c2〉}.

Finally, we would like to note that the following points.
First, as the scenario indicates, our model supports a flexible
user-to-user delegation of both abstract tasks and concrete
tasks without any authentication. This would be helpful
to cope flexibly with unexpected situation over different
domains. On the other hand, our model provides delegators
to set some constraints on the propagation of capability
by combining basic constraints. This would be useful to
compensate for the intrinsic weakness in the capability-
based access control. For example, considering the scenario
in Example 2, it would be better to restrict the lifetime
(R1) or the number of activations (R2) of capability c3.
Also, it would be better to restrict the number of hops
capability transfer (cf. [6]) of capability c1 so that David
cannot propagate unnecessary permissions.



V. DISCUSSION

In this section we briefly discuss how this model can
be implemented. A possible way is to implement RBAC
permissions using access control list (ACL) approach and the
capability-based permissions are implemented by extension
of the ACL approach. That is, the i-th domain (for each
i) has a reference monitor that manages RBAC permissions
by ACL-based access control mechanism with two matrices
specifying URAi and RPAi. Also, a reference monitor
stores workflow specifications and the execution schedules
(which are not explicitly modeled in this paper). When a user
in the j-th domain tries to perform a concrete task in the i-
th domain by activating his capability (say, c), the reference
monitor checks the validity of this capability then dynami-
cally adds a tentative user, whose name is just specified as
“guest”, to the matrix of URAi. If some permissions are
assigned to c, then the specific role, called r∗, is assigned to
the tentative user in the matrix of URAi, while a list which
specifies that all the permissions of c are assigned to r∗ is
also added to the matrix of RPAi, thereby the guest user has
all the permissions. (Note that r∗ plays a role in associating
the guest user with the permissions.) When performing a
concrete task, a reference monitor checks the authority by
referring to the extended matrices. Then, after closing the
session, the server removes both the tentative user and the
corresponding permissions from the matrices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an access control model called W-CRBAC,
by extending the CRBAC model, which was introduced
in our previous work [6]. To realize flexible cross-domain
delegation of tasks and roles, we introduced the notion of
authority to perform both abstract and concrete tasks, and
mapped these to capabilities to be transferred. Owing to
the capability-based access control mechanism, our model
provides both flexibility and reduced administration costs,
thus making it possible to cope with emergent calls for
reinforcement or unexpected changes in task assignments
in large-scale workflows. On the other hand, we proposed
various constraints on capabilities to prevent unintended
propagation of authority of tasks.

In future work, we intend developing formal methods
to check the satisfiability problem considered in [4] and
to verify security in the W-CRBAC model. In particular,
we are interested in a method for checking satisfiability of
delegation conditions, as well as unintended propagation of
capabilities, by searching all possible traces of workflow
executions using a model-checking approach.
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